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. CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE JURIDICAL SUB -COMMITTEE
(Document A3- 4/SR/65 Revel)

M. MASPETIOL (France), Chairman of the Juridical Sub -Committee, presenting

the report of that Sub -Committee, explained how it had discharged its double

task of revising generally the provisions of Parts IX and X, and considering

certain special problems which had been referred to it,

Part IX

In regard to Article 99, the Sub -Committee had been able, thanks to the

co- operation of the delegations of Chile and the United States, to determine

which provisions of the Pan American Sanitary Code would be abrogated.

In regard to Article 100, the period of nine months for rejections or

reservations provided for in the Regulations was found to be insufficient, and

the Juridical Sub -Committee had accepted a proposal by the United Kingdom to

extend this period to one year. The proposal to fix the period at eighteen

months had Lot been adopted.

It was in connexion with Article 101 that the Sub -Committee had made the

most far -reaching legal modifications, That Article raised the very difficult

problem of reservations, in regard to which 1H0 had little experience. The

Sub -Committee considered the text of Article 101, in the draft Regulations,

inadequate, It had prepared a text which, in its opinion, was clearer and would

enable due account to be taken of the effect of the reservations on other States

parties to the Regulations.

In regard to the application of the Regulations" to non- metropolitan

territories, under Article 102, the Juridical Sub -Committee had found that two
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situations could occur: no difficulty arose in the case of a State intending

to refuse to apply the Regulations to all or part of its non -metropolitan

territory. However, States wishing to apply the Regulations to such territories,

but unable to do so within the stipulated period, should be able so to inform the

Organization without the notification being treated as a reservat'.on, with the

legal effects involved.

The Sub -Committee, in the draft resolution on the subject, had indicated

the difference between true reservations and the declaration by a State that it

was not in a position to give an immediate decision on the application of the

Regulations to its non-metropolitan territory.

Article 104, regarding the application of the Regulations by non -Member

States, had led the Sub -Committee to consider closely the situation of Members

wishing to denounce their participation in the Regulations, The Sub -Committee

had thought that it was not competent to deal with the question, which entailed

interpretation of the Constitution of WHO.

Article 107 had been revised by the Sub -Committee in the light of the

decisions adopted by the Special Committee. With regard to paragraph 3, the

disputes to which the application of the Regulations might give rise differed

considerably. Technical disputes could probably be settled within the Organiza-

tion itself, In the case of international disputes between two or more States,

neither the Special Committee, nor even the World Health Assembly, was, however,

able to interfere with the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice

which resulted from the accession of States to the compulsory competence clause

of that authority.
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The Sub -Committee agreed that any State might refer a dispute to the

International Court of Justice and endorsed the view, accepted in the United

Nations, that the specialized agencies should, when preparing a treaty or

regulations, provide for the compulsory competence clause.

The delegate of Egypt had expressed the opposite view.

The Sub -Committee had considered the desirability of stating that the

competence of the Court would be limited to legal disputes. While the Court

could obviously give an opinion only on such disputes,, it appeared after dis-

cussion that too preeise a statement to that effect would be open to objection.

Of the other points referred to.the juridical Sub -Committee, the definition

of the expression "international journey" had been difficult since the

definition adopted had to satisfy two considerations: it would have to be

sufficiently precise for use in the application of the Regulations, and it would

have to take account of the differences in the constitutions of the various

States.

After prolonged discussions the Juridical Sub -Committee had reached

unanimous agreement on a text proposed by the United Kingdom delegation, which

represented a compromise solution, In view of that definition the Sub -Committee

had thought it unnecessary to make any further statements in regard to Article

75 of the Regulations which had been referred to it.

As to Article 95 concerning discrimination by one State to the prejudice of

another State in applying the Regulations, the Juridical Sub -Committee, while

recognizing the concern Which had inspired the Article as well - founded, had
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considered this Article in its present form, or as amended, might give rise to

serious difficulties and even disputes. It therefore proposed that Arti,71e 95

.hould be deleted and Article 22 modified or amplified

report of the Juridical Sub -Committee was read paragraph b;r paragraph.

Paragraphs 1. to 3.1.2

Dr, VAN DEN BERG (Netherlands) said his delegation did not agree with the

majority view of the Juridical Sub -Committee on the so- called colonial clause;

believing that acceptance of the proposal would not be in the interests of

international health and might adversely affect the operation of the Regulations

and harm the prestige of the World Health Assembly as an international legislative

body.

His delegation preferred the inclusion in the Regulations of an Article

similar to Article 22 of WHO Regulations No. 1, for the following reasons.

By accepting WHO regulations No. 1, each Member State was obliged, under

Article 22 of those Regulations to bring them to the.notice of the governments

of the territories for whose international relations it was responsible: that

obligation would not exist in respect of the present Regulations if the

Juridical Sub -Committee's proposals were adopted

Secondly., the sub -committee's proposals provided that a State responsible

for non-metropolitan territories could make a kind of reservation. That situation

might encourage reservations by other States. Although it was held that a declara-

tion on the lines suggested would not be considered as a reservation, it was

nevertheless similar to one, and he believed that. all members of the Special

Committee were agreed that there should be as few reservations as possible.

Thirdly, his delegation thought that a precedent estab1 -_shed for one set of
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regulations should not be discontinued unless absolutely necessary,

He recalled that Article 22 of Regulations No I had been drawn ur) by a

special Legal Committee whose membership had included many distinguished experts

in international law,

It was now held that the Article 22 of Regulations No,1 was not in conformity

with the WHO Constitution, but he did not agree.

Therefore, in the interests of international health and the prestige of

the World Health Assembly, and to avoid unnecessary reservations, he formally

proposed the inclusion in WHO Regulations No. 2 of an Article similar to Article

22 of WHO Regulations No. 1,

Miss GUTTERIDGE (United Kingdom) seconding the proposal of the delegate of

the Netherlands, said there appeared to be no legal reasons why such a provision

should not be included in the present Regulations, and many advantages in having

the position clearly stated.

The United Kingdom delegation appreciated the efforts ti-rich the Juridical

Sub -Committee had made, in drafting the resolution, to understand the constitutional

difficulties of the United Kingdom and the fact that, as it was their practice

not to accede to any international instrument on behalf of its colonial territories

without consulting the governments concerned, they had no guarantee that the

necessary consultations with those governments could be completed within the

period specified in the Regulations for rejections or reservations,

The United Kingdom delegation still felt, however, that the most satisfactory

solution would be to include in the Regulations an Article identical with Article

22 of WHO Regulations No. le

Mr. BEVANS (United States of America) referring to the alternative solution

of an addition to Article 100 (Page 2 of the report), said that the time elem<mt
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had been the main consideration for that suggestion, The 18 monthsg period

was an arbitrary one, but it would give the time desired) which would be the only

basic reason for including a colonial clause in the present Regulations.

He did not agree with the delegate of the Netherlands with regard to WHO

Regulations No. 1 as a precedent for the present Regulations, because the former

included some provisions which had not their counterpart in the draft Regulations

No. 2.

The provisions in Articles 3, 6 and 16 were among the most important of

Regulations No.1 and in preparing them the drafters had clearly recognized the

need for a clear distinction between a metropolitan territory and colonial

territories, Protectorates and other outlying possessions.

In examining the present draft Regulations, the Juridical Sub -Committe had

taken account of Article 22 of the WHO Constitution, which clearly required a

State to take action if it did not wish to be bound by the Regulations. On the

other hand, the T`= 'ovision of Article 22 of WHO Regulations No. 1, with respect to

overseas territories, amounted in itself to a reservation to Article 22 of the

WHO Constitution.

He thought there was no reason to fear that reservations mould be encouraged

by the proposed resolution. To give a State an opportunity of declaring that it

must limit the application of the Regulations would not be considered a true

reservation under international law.

Commenting further on Article 22 of NHC Regulations No. 1, Mr. Bevans agreed

with the delegate of the Netherlands that the proposed resolution on reservations

did not require Member States to bring the Regulations to the notice of their

colonies, but said that the amendment ro}h ich had been suggested by-the Drafting

Sub- Committee e_` -c2 so require. He added that, as a State would know that its
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colonies would be bound unless it took some action, it could be assumed that it

would do so.

A vote was taken on the proposal of the delegate of the Netherlands that an

Article similar to Article 22 of WED Regulations No.1 be included in the draft

Regulations.

Decision: The proposal was rejected by 9 votes to 6.

A vote was then taken on the draft resolution in Annex II (pago 9) of

document A3- 4/SR/65 Rev.l.

Decision: The resolution was adopted by 19 votes to none.

Reading of the report was continued, from paragraph 3.1.3 to paragraph 6 1

inclusive, followed by the proposed amendments to Part IX, Article by Article.

Article 99 - no observations.

Article 100 - no observations.

Article 101 - no observations.

Article 102, to which the Sub -Committee had proposed no change - no observations.

Article 103 - no observations.

Article 104

Dr. RAJA (India) proposed that paragraph 4 be deleted. If the right of

withdrawal from participation in the Regulations could not be given to Member

States, it should be withheld from non -Member States.

According to paragraph 3.1.3 of the report, a question of interpretation

of the WHO Constitution was involved, and presumably a State could continue to

be a Member of the Organization but not participate in the Regulations. It
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would be better to realize that nothing would be gained by trying to persuade

a State to become a party to the Regulations against its wishes. It was better

to recognize the right of a Member State to withdraw at any time if it were

unwilling to work with other Members: fewer reservations would result than

would be the case if no provisions were made for withdrawal. If paragraph 4

were deleted, Member States and non -Member States would be on an equal footing

and the operation of the Regulations would not be materially affected.

M. MASPETIOL (France) said that, whereas the delegate of India1s proposal

was merely for the deletion of paragraph 4, the views which he had expressed

covered a much wider field. In that connexion, he referred him again to the

preliminary observations in the Juridical Sub -Committee's report, namely, that

interpretation of the WH0 Constitution was involved and that neither the Special

Committee nor the Health Assembly could give a definite opinion on that problem;

discussion should therefore be limited to the proposal to delete paragraph 4.

The Sub -Committee had retained the paragraph with full knowledge of Dr.

Raja's views, in the belief that it was better to make it easier for non -Member

States to participate in the Regulations by providing for withdrawal. In

order to shay that from the legal point of view there was a difference between

the two groups, different terms had been used to define the relative positions

of Member and non -Member States*

Dr. RAJA (India) said that the present membership of the Organization was

so wide that the small number of non -Member States likely to partie ipate in them

would not affect the operation of the Regulations to any great extent.

A vote was taken on the proposal to delete paragraph 4 of Article 104.
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Decision: The proposal was rejected by 9 votes to 3.

Articles 105 to 108 inclusive - no observations.

Article 108 bis

The CHAIRMAN suggested that, as the provision of Article 108 bis was

included in Chapter XVIII of the WHO Constitution, the Article was not necessary.

Mr. BEVANS (United States of America) said that, although the article did

not change or add anything, it might be wise to retain it, so as to make it clear

to those who had to operate the Regulations that both languages had equal weight.

Part Z - Transitional Provisions:

Article 109 - no observations.

Article 110 - no change proposed; no observations.

Signature - no observations.

Annex III - Draft Resolution concerning the Establishment of Committees to deal
with the Application of the International Sanitary Regulations

Preamble - no change proposed: no observations.

Resolution:

Mr. STOWMAN (United States of America) thought that when the draft

Resolution had been considered by the Special Committee, paragraph 2 had been

amended to read "That the Executive Board be requested to constitute the

appropriate committee or committees and entrust to them the following duties ..."

Since the Health Assembly would have to give instructions to the Executive Board

to constitute such committees, it would avoid the necessity for an additional

resolution if the procedure were incorporated into the draft Resolution under

discussion.
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Dr. RAJA (India) thought that the Special Committee had decided not to adopt

the proposed amendment after the delegate for South Africa had opposed it on the

grounds that the committees - might be constituted either by the Executive Board or

by the Health Assembly itself.

M. GEERAERTS (Belgium) was not sure in how far such committees would be

considered as expert committees. He understood the proposed Regulations and Rules

of Procedure for Expert Advisory Panels and Committees laid down that the members

were to be chosen and appointed by the Director - General.

Miss GUTTERIDGE (United Kingdom) said that her notes of the discussion did

not bear out Mr. Stowmanrs contention.

Mr. STOWMAN (United States of America) said he did not wish to press the

proposal.

He suggested that paragraph 3(a) might be clearer if especial questions

relating to" were substituted for "such subjects as" in the second line.

Decisions: 1. The amendment of paragraph 3(a) proposed by the United
States delegate was adopted.

2. The draft Resolution concerning the establishment of
committees to deal with the application of the International

Sanitary Regulations was adopted unanimously.

Article 22

Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) asked what difficulties had led the

Juridical Sub -Committee to abandon the wording of Article 95 which the new

Article 22 was to replace. Article 22 appeared to be more restrictive in that

while Article 95 spoke of carrying out the provisions of the Regulations, without

discrimination, Article 22 laid down that sanitary measures and health formalities
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were to be applied without discrimination.

M. MASPETIOL (France) said that a lengthy discussion had taken 'place in

the Juridical Sub -Committee. It had been suggested to substitute in the French

text "distinction non justifiée par les conditions sanitaires" for "distinction

non justifiée ". On the proposal of the delegate. of India it had been decided

not to retain Article 95. The concept of non -discrimination in Article was,

however, useful and it had been decided to introduce it in Article 22 since that

Article followed Article 21 containing the important principle that the measures

prescribed in the Regulations constituted a maximum.

Dr. RAJA (India) confirmed that the Juridical Sub -Committee had felt that the

application of Article 95 might invite unnecessary action,on the part of States

declaring that they had been subjected to discrimination. The question of

charges was fully covered in Article 94 and while0-therefore, the principle of

non -discrimination should be incorporated in the Regulations, it should not be

given undue prominence as was the case in Article 95. Article 22 as drafted

ensured that other measures such as sanitary measures would also be governed by

the stipulation that no discrimination should be exercised. If, however, the

wording of Article 95 were to be retained, it should be made the subject of a

separate sentence.

Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) felt that the explanation of the Chairman

of the Juridical Sub -Committee did not cover his point. He proposed the following

text: "Sanitary measures and health formalities shall be initiated'forthwith,

and completed without any delay and the provisions of these Regulations applied

without discrimination ".
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Mr. HOSTIE, Chairman of the Legal Sub -Committee, Expert Committee on

International Epidemiology and Quarantine, thought there would be no harm in a

repitition of the provisions of Article 94. He was, however, of the opinion that,

apart from charges, which were covered by that Article, no discrimination could

occur except in the application of sanitary measures or in formalities. It was

therefore unimportant whether the vords "the provisions of these Regulations"

were added or not.

Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) said that in view of Mr. Hostiets

explanation he did not wish to pursue the matter.

Decision: Article 22 was adopted as drafted, subject to deletion of
the word "any".

International Voyage - no observations

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Chairman and members of the Juridical Sub -

Committee for their excellent report.

2. DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS AS REVISED BY THE DRAFTING
SUB -COMMITTEE (resumed) (Document A3- 4 /SR /60)

Chapter IV - Sanitary Measures on Arrival (resumed)

New Article 32 (A3- 4 /SR /60, page 15, Rev.l)

Decision: New Article 32 was adopted subject to the addition in
line 1 of "those of" before "the Treasures" and deletion of the comas
after Part V.

(French text: "L'application de celles des mesures ")
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Article 33 - no observations.

Article 34 - no change proposed.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that certain of the references to other Articles

in paragraph 2 would require modification.

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) drew attention to the new provisions regarding

isolation in case of cholera included in article 54 paragraph 3 which should be

mentioned in Article 34.

Decision: Article 34 was referred to the Drafting Sub -Committee
for the necessary adjustments.

Article 35

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Professor DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE

(France) said he accepted the Article as drafted although he considered it

extremely dangerous.

There were no other observations.

Articles 36 and 37 - were deferred.

Article 38 - no change proposed; no observations.

Article 39

Decision: It was agreed on the proposal of the CHAIRMAN that the

word "indispensables" in Article 39, paragraph 1, line 8, of the
French text should be deleted.

There were no other observations.
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New Article 39A (Documents A3- 4/SR/55 and 64)

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. de TAVEL, representative of ICAO, to explain the

differences between the draft proposed by ICAO (A3- 4 /SR /64) and that originally

proposed by the United States delegation (A3- 4/SR/64).

Dr. de TAVEL (ICAO) considered that in redrafting Article 39A two principles

should be adopted. First, there should be no interference with existing regula-

tions convering landings at non- designated airports on international flights and

the aviation agencies concerned should be consulted before new provisions were

drafted. Secondly, regulations dealing with emergency situations should be as

flexible as possible and no obligation that was not absolutely necessary should

be imposed on the crew. It was essential that the requirements of health

authorities, civil aviation authorities customs, immigration and police, regarding

the notification of emergency landings, should be co- ordinated in order that the

pilot might be aware of his obligations concerning quarantine. ICAO therefore

suggested a more general use of the term "public authorities" in accordance with

Annex 9 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation, leaving co -ordination

between the various authorities to the discretion of the States.

He considered that the proposed text in document A3-4/SR/64 would cover the

requirements of the health authority as well as those contained in the existing

ICAO Aviation Regulations. Moreover, under Articles 91 and 25, paragraph 3 of the

draft Sanitary Regulations, the health authority mould receive all relevant health

information from the pilot.

If the Committee felt that addition provisions were necessary for the

notification of any condition of epidemic significance by the first authority

contacting the aircraft to the health authority, a second sentence could be added
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to paragraph 3 on the following lines: "Any known condition of epidemic signifi-

cance such as arrival from an infected local area or the presence of infected

persons on board, shall be notified as soon as practicable to the Public Authorities

concerned ".

Dr. BELL (United States of America) said that his delegation was prepared to

withdraw its draft in favour of the draft proposed by the representative of ICAO.

Dr, RAJA (India), referring to paragraph 4 of the ICAO draft, said that when

an aircraft had been obliged to land elsewhere than at a designated airport, even

if the technical reasons that had caused the emergency landing no longer existed,

it should not be allowed to proceed until the health authority was satisfied that

the sanitary requirements had been carried out. He proposed that paragraph 4

should begin: "When the measures required by the health authority are completed

and the reasons for landing ....M..."

He considered that there was a lack of sequence in the draft.

Professor DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) considered that paragraph 2 which

authorized the pilot to take any emergency measures necessary for the health and

safety of passengers and crew gave very extensive powers to the pilot. The first

thing the pilot had to do in such a case was to contact the health authority for

instructions:

The CHAIRMAN said that paragraph 2 was intended to cover the case of a crash

 landing when passengers or crew had been wounded.

Decision: It was agreed that the draft of Article 39 proposed by
ICAO (A3- 4/SR/64) should be referred to the Drafting Sub -Committee

in place of the United States draft.
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Chapter V - Measures concerning the International Transport of Goods,
Baggage and Mail

Article 40:

Decision: On the proposal of M. GEERAERTS (Belgium), it was
agreed to substitute "le présent Réglement" for "le Réglement"
in the new French text of paragraph 1.

Article 41:

After a short discussion on whether "epidemic disease" in the last line

should be "quarantinable or an epidemic disease ", it was agreed that the term

should be "quarantinable disease ".

Article 42:

Dr. HALAWANI (Egypt) wanted to be assured that the infectious laboratory

material covered in Article 42,paragraph 3, which had been deleted would fall

under the other provisions of Article 42 and not under Article 41.

The CHAIRMAN explained that such material, since it would not be regarded

as baggage, would fall under Article 42 and be subject to the laws in force in

each territory.

Part V - Special Provisions as to each of the Quarantinable Diseases

Title - No change proposed: no observations;

Chapter I - Plague

Article 43 - No change proposed: no observations.

Article 44 - No change proposed: no observations.

Article 45 -

Paragraph 1 - No observations
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Paragraph 2

The CHAIRMAN said that in line 3 of the revised French text "leurs" should

be added before "puces ".

Dr, BELL (United States of America) proposed that the words "or aircraft" in

line 1 should be deleted and the second sentence should read "during the stay of

any ship or aircraft in an infected local area special care shall be taken to

prevent the introduction of rodents or fleas on board such ship or aircraft ",

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) thought the amendment introduced a new concept

since a port might not be infected even though it was in an infected local area.

He queried whether the words "and their fleas" in the second line were necessary.

Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) said that although the first sentence had

been adopted by the Special Committee he felt that it was quite unreasonable

because it meant that if a ship visited a port infected with plague or an infected

local area, the health authorities would be able to take stringent measures which

would cause delay and expense if any rats, however few, were found on board even

though the ship had complied with the provisions of Article 46. If the provision

were retained, it should be made clear that the measures taken should not cause

hindrance to the passengers nor interfere with the cargo.

Dr. BELL (United States of America) considered it important that care should

be taken to prevent dissemination of infection at ports. Although the Article did

not state that all measures had to be taken, the word "appropriate" might be

added before "measures ",

Dr. RAJA (India) thought that the requirements of the United States delegate

would be met to a large extent if the first sentence were omitted.
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Dr. BELL (United States of America) said he would prefer to amend the first

sentence and asked that further consideration be postponed until he had presented

a proposal for amendment.

Professor DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) thought it should not be difficult

to amend the text on the lines suggested by the United Kingdom delegate. He cony

sidered that both sentences should be retained because the first concerned measures

against rodents already on board whereas the second concerned measures to prevent

the introduction of rodents on board.

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) drew attention to an inconsistency in the drafting.

Paragraph 1 spoke of "ectoparasites", paragraph 2 of "fleas".

It was agreed to postpone further discussion of Article 45 pending circulation

of proposed amendment.

Article 46

M. GEERAERTS (Belgium) said that, in paragraph 4 (a) of the French next, the

word uleurtt at the end of line 7 should be "se".

The CHAIRMAN considered that it would be advisable in Article 46 to replace

"rats" by "rodents" to enable measures to be taken for ridding ships of mice.

Decision: In the absence of objections the Chairmants proposal was
accepted and Article 46 referred back to the Drafting Sub -Committee=

for the necessary amendments.

The meeting rose at 12.0 noon


